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BLACKBIRD GALLERY
Xanthippe Tsalimi: Wonderlands

New York, NY, Dec. 09— Blackbird Gallery is pleased to announce Wonderlands, a solo
exhibition featuring the work of Xanthippe Tsalimi. The exhibition will feature Xanthippe’s
landscape paintings and will be on view from Thursday January 9th, 2020 through February 9th,
2020. The reception for this exhibition will be by invitation only and you must RSVP to attend.
Xanthippe Tsalimi is a New York based artist, born and raised in Athens, Greece. Xanthippe’s
artwork primarily consists of oil paintings, of different scales and formats. Her work is an
amalgam of environmental and atmospheric abstracts. Her paintings depict both imaginary
realms and real places. Her images evoke moods, ranging from tranquility and solace, to
turbulence and chaos. Her work is atypical of Mediterranean art; as it is timeless and reflective,
human presence is strongly implied and yet void within the landscapes. An experience of places
and emotions, much like a not so distant memory or of a time that may or might not have come
to pass. The landscapes are neither vacant nor desolate, but rather strong in sentiment and very
much alive in their moment.
During the past several years, Xanthippe’s artwork has achieved notable recognition. Her work
has been shown throughout Greece, Spain, France, Finland and within the United States.
Xanthippe’s most recent solo exhibition was held in the Summer of 2019 at one of the most
prestigious art galleries in Athens; a show that drew much attention and praise. This show marks
the first solo exhibition for the artist in Manhattan and the second time her work will be on view
at Blackbird Gallery.
For more information, photographs, or to arrange a viewing please call 212-380-1866 or visit us at
www.Blackbird.Gallery

Blackbird Gallery is an intimate modern space presenting unique works of art by investment quality artists
offering them with no attitude and an easy, friendly acquisition experience. Blackbird Gallery sells fine art
at affordable prices in Chelsea.
If you would like more information about the gallery or exhibitions, please call Jess Berghorn at
212-380-1866, or email info@blackbird.gallery

